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carrie lane, an experienced photographer told us, "i use a lot of keying for my clients.
i love that primatte will actually remove the background and the keying artist has a
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lot of control over the process. we can use the same photo for a variety of business
cards." robert clark, who runs a successful photography business, told us, "i use
primatte for every session. it's extremely easy to use, extremely affordable and

provides a great way to get your photos out there." neil hight, a creative
photographer based in new york, said, "primatte is an extremely valuable tool that i
have used for numerous commercial and creative projects. i also use it for my own

commercial and artistic portraits to create composites of my clients." are you looking
for something different and unique? primatte is for you! instead of hand masking

your subject in photoshop, why not use primatte to do it for you? set the masks you
need and you have a photo right away! say you're a photoback and you want to

create a photo set of your products. you would like to make sure that the faces of
your customers/models/employees are not shown. or maybe you want to make sure
the background isn't visible. you can do it! that's what primatte 5.1 offers you. use it

to mask out the subjects in your images or backgrounds! the newly improved
automask tool in primatte 5.1 makes your keying process easy, and especially

benefits photographers who do high volume work. set up primatte with photoshops
batch processing to mask a large volume of images at once, and eliminate hand-

masking on those images individually. the automask algorithm has been completely
redone in primatte 5.1, and works particularly well with head/shoulder or length

shots. see new features of primatte chromakey.
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lisa leutwyler, creative director at samatgenia studio llc, a studio that specializes in
portraiture and commercial photography, shares with us her experiences using

primatte. she found the process simple and fast, and she's currently processing more
than 50 images per week. she says, the results speak for themselves. i feel like i can
now produce even better portraits, given the flexibility and the ability to move pieces

around, as well as add lighting to any area. chris ruhaak, owner and designer at
heartland photos & design (hp&d) studio, tells us that this is the first year that he's

used primatte. he says, i’ve used other methods and, while they work, i just feel that
primatte is far more effective. when working with the client, the ability to move

pieces around, to change backgrounds, or resize them as the client’s needs change,
is a huge time saver. it allows me to provide the best design possible, whether the

client wants it slightly cropped, larger, or completely masked out. stephen perrier is
a digital artist, who has been using the chromakey feature on primatte for almost a
year. he says, i've been able to create images that have a lot more detail than if i'd
used a traditional background, like a blue screen. i was able to use the shadows and
lighting of my model to create a realistic look. gerry waite is a full time photographer
in california. he has been using primatte's chromakey for almost a year and loves it.

he says, i’ve already used chromakey for a few weddings and i can’t wait to get more
work with it. primatte is a great way to make your images look like they were shot in

a studio. 5ec8ef588b
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